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Terms of Reference of the Author for leading the documentation and publication of 

''Enacting Dialogue, Concept to Practice: Learning  from Nepal'' under the Project: 

''Chautari Natak-Storytelling for Promoting of Social Cohesion in the Communities of 

Nepal''  

1. Context   

EnActing Dialogue for healing and community level reconciliation: Following the 

Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA) between the then Communist Party of Nepal – Maoists (CPN-

M) and Government of Nepal (GoN) in November 2006, the GoN completed various aspects of 

the peace process, i.e. demobilization, disarmament, rehabilitation, reconstruction and 

reconciliation in association with national and international development partners. To support in 

the process of community level reconciliation along with transitional justice, one of the long term 

and crucial aspects for sustainable peace, CSSP – Berlin Center for Integrative Mediation and 

Forum for Protection of Public Interest (Pro Public) jointly implemented the peace building project 

“EnActing Dialogue – Supporting Reconciliation through Playback Theatre   as a bottom-up 

approach to reconciliation and healing from 2015-2017. The aim was to support community-level 

reconciliation process in Nepal through theatre art method that strengthens dialogue efforts in 

communities where high numbers of ex-combatants and conflict victims have been settled. Local 

structures that organize interactive theatre dialogues were built in the project region to increase 

empathy and deepen the healing process in the conflict affected communities. The implementation 

of dialogue work took place in Triyuga Municipality, Udayapur, Bardibas Municipality, Mahottari, 

Sainamaina Municipality, Rupandehi, Tulsipur Sub-Metropolitan City (then, Bijauri VDC), Dang; 

Raptisonari Village Council (then, Binauna VDC), Banke and Gulariya Municipality, Bardiya.  

EnActing Dialogue for promotion of social cohesion and harmony: Based on the experience of 

three years of project implementation of the EnActing Dialogue for healing and reconciliation with 

CSSP – Berlin, Pro Public applied independently to continue similar vein of community project 

activity entitled “EnActing Dialogue – Promoting Social Cohesion through Playback Theatre” to 

promote inter-community cohesion and harmony in local communities in Nepal. The project in 

2018-2020 aims to capacitate for the theatre-facilitated dialogue events by working with 

professional artists (key actor 1) as the trainers, local dialogue facilitators (DFs) (key actor 2) as 

the DF artists, local coordination committees (key actor 3) following a multi-track approach 

reaching out to national level policy makers and international level practitioners as well as 

academia/researchers (key actor 4). 

Following the nine years of alignments among political and ethnic power blocks since 2006, the 

Constitution of Nepal was promulgated on 20th September 2015 as one of the key milestones of 
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the peace process. Approved by 2/3 of the CA, the much-awaited constitution ended years of 

uncertainty. However, it met a violent resistance by a number of ethnic communities, i.e. Tharu 

and different other caste groups, i.e. Madheshi. The immediate reactions to the newly promulgated 

constitution caused the political stalemate incurring heavy costs on the social fabrics. There is 

growing feeling/sense of being discriminated among communities and individuals. Thereof, sense 

of “we feeling” and culture of collaboration has been promoted in the post-conflict peace building 

process. To address the dissatisfaction, the Government of Nepal attempted to amend the 

constitution many times, and the situation is not able to satisfy the stakeholders yet. However, the 

country is already in the process of institutionalizing the federalism in Nepal as per the constitution, 

there needs to do much to fulfil the needs of citizens. In this phase, the implementation of dialogue 

work took place in Bateshwar Rural Municipality, Dhanusha and Bardibas Municipality, Mahottari 

(with the mixed group of Maithili speaking community and Non-Maitheli speaking community) 

and Tulsipur sub-metropolitan city, Dang (with the mixed group of Tharu speaking community 

and non-Tharu speaking community). The project seeks to continue for creating safe space for 

addressing the growing political polarization and current escalation of conflicts based on regional, 

ethnical and cultural grounds at the community level.  

Playback Theatre Approach: Playback theatre is an interactive theatre form that is inspired by 

improvisational theatre, storytelling traditions and psychodrama. In Playback Theatre, the 

audiences are invited to tell their personal stories and watch them enacted on the spot. The Playback 

ensemble is trained in improvisation skills, active listening and different forms of performing the 

stories on stage. Playback Theatre has been co-developed by Jonathan Fox and his wife Jo Salas 

since 1975. It started in the United States and is now practiced in more than 50 countries around 

the world. In Nepal, Playback Theatre was called “Chautari Natak” in order to connect it to the 

tradition of having social gatherings under a Bar and Pipal tree. Playback is a combination of 

theatre art, social work, and a ritual for healing. It seeks to give space and acknowledgement to 

voices that are usually unheard. The ‘Playback Theatre’1  approach was introduced with technical 

support of CSSP and active involvement of Nepali theatre artists in 2015. The purpose is to sustain 

and expand the outreach of the dialogue initiatives for community level peace building. Theatre-

facilitated public dialogue activities are conducted to deal with the violent past and promote 

individual level healing and community level reconciliation. They provide a safe space to people 

for sharing their personal experiences, i.e. pain and suffering in an atmosphere of respect, 

                                                           

1 Play back theatre is an interactive theatre from that is inspired by improvisational theatre, storytelling traditions and 

psychodrama. It is based on the audiences personal stories, includes music and improvised enactments and providing 

a strong source for individual emotional healing and social processing of the past. 
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acknowledgment and empathy.  The Playback Theatre facilitated dialogue (EnActing Dialogue) 

have proven to be a strong social connector that can bring changes in attitudes and behaviours of 

audiences and community people at different three levels: personal, household and community in 

a socially and culturally diverse country like Nepal. In the playback theatre events, community 

members feel encouraged and safe enough to share their personal stories from their lives including 

of the current political impacts and social transition. Pro Public has been utilizing the playback 

theatre as a dialogue tool to promote community reconciliation, healing and social cohesion – 

which is one of the key elements of peace building - and inter-community faith in current scenario. 

Some of the links of the productions under the project are given below as reference:  

Process documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeLF-nr7FSA&t=285s 

Impact documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ4QQ3zaeW0&t=32s 

National outreach 2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVvJ7Cfta-c 

National outreach 2017:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=To-zNjYODJ8 

Story Book: http://propublic.org/wp-content/uploads/EnActing-Dialogue_Storybook_English2.pdf 

Project Boucher: http://propublic.org/wp-content/uploads/Project-Brochure_SRtTFD_Final-Pro-

Public.pdf 

2. Documentation and Publication 

 The mixed experiences and scope from the three years of intervention with the mix group of 

ex-combatants and community people for peace building and community level reconciliation 

the working experience with the tool of Playback Theatre (EnActing Dialogue) for promoting 

peace and social cohesion since 2015 found encouraging in  the first three years of the project. 

From the experience of three years, new bi-lingual teams have been formed in two cluster 

regions with the goal to promote social cohesion for sustainable peace in the diversely settled 

communities of Madhesi and Tharu (originally plain-dwellers) and Pahadi (originally hill-

dwellers) for promoting social cohesion in the communities. All the mixed experiences of both 

approach need to gather and synthesis/reflection of the project intervention through academic 

documentation for further outreach and spread the interventions to academic and conflict-

affected regions can be learned and adopt the idea and learnings. The publication will be 

academically co-written and published based on the project learning by adopting a theoretical 

approach to practice. This publication will be circulated to policy makers/ implementers and 

researcher/peace workers for their higher awareness of the importance of the approach 

including emotional aspects of social cohesion into all sustainable peace related efforts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeLF-nr7FSA&t=285s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ4QQ3zaeW0&t=32s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVvJ7Cfta-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=To-zNjYODJ8
http://propublic.org/wp-content/uploads/Project-Brochure_SRtTFD_Final-Pro-Public.pdf
http://propublic.org/wp-content/uploads/Project-Brochure_SRtTFD_Final-Pro-Public.pdf
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3. Objective of Documentation and Publication 

The main objective of the publication is to document the project knowledge and work through 

academic approach and materialize the five plus years of project interventions of bottom-up 

approach in peace building and conflict transformation through playback theatre facilitated 

dialogue. The specific objectives are to: 

  document the practical experience of the playback theatre approach in peace building 

in Nepal; 

 research about the improvisational practice according to Nepali context and synthesize 

with some theories suitable to Nepali community based on the practice of playback 

theatre method; 

 review and reflect on the approach and gather some effective rituals and methodologies 

effective in the working community context; 

 identify some forms of playback theatre approach for community dialogue and peace 

building best suitable for the diverse community of Nepal; 

 Identify the main factors for successful and challenges for effectiveness. 

4. Time Duration and Schedule 

This short–term consultancy shall be professionally completed within about eight month period 

starting from March to September 2020. The consultancy service must be completed within the 

timeline and timely delivery of the outputs is essential. The major activities are presented as 

below along with the timeline. 

S.N. Activities  Time Frame Responsibility 

1. Contract finalization/signing Feb 25 Pro Public 

2.  Review of previous report and 

literature/documents, theoretical review 

March Author and other 2 

Authors 

3. Conceptual framework/content  design/ 

meetings of authors 

March Author and other 2 

Authors 

4. Revision and feedback in concept by authors March/April Author and other 2 

Authors 

5. Field visit for observation of performances  March/April Author 

6. Draft of the publication April--May Author and other 2 

Authors 

7. Review of draft publication by reviewer/s  June Reviewers 

8. Address the suggestions/comments/feedbacks 

from draft book reviewer  

July 15 Author and other 2 

Authors 

9. Language edit  July 30 Editor 

10. Layout/book designing  August 15 Pro Public/Graphic 

Design 

11. Final review of designed publication and 

printing  

August 30 Author and other 2 

Authors 

12. Addressing the revisions from authors and 

finalize the design 

 September 

15, 2020 

Pro Public 

13. Printing September 30 Pro Public 
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5. Budget 

The budget for the documentation/publication will be a maximum of NRs. 475,000.00 (In 

word: Four hundred seventy five thousand only). This amount is inclusive of tax as per the 

rule of Nepal Government. The agreement shall be constructed and enforced in accordance 

with the law. 

6.  Composition and Required Qualification 

 Author – 1 

The Author is expected strong academic background and extensive experiences of 

documentation/publication and theorization of bottom-up approach of peace building and 

conflict transformation. .  His/her qualifications are expected as follows: 

 Master's degree (preferably PhD) in development studies, Conflict, Peace and 

Development, Social Sciences or any other relevant subject; 

 Minimum of  7 years of professional experience and academic publication;  

 Experiences with the documentation/publication and synthesis of programmes or donor 

funded project/programmes targeting social cohesion and peace building will be an 

added advantage; 

 A proven record in writings of academic publication/s; 

 Possesses excellent writing, communication and presentation skills; 

 Fluent in English and Nepali and Maitheli/Tharu will be extra asserts. 

7. Submission: 

Applicants are requested so submit following documents as the EoI in maximum 2-3 

pages.  

 CV and motivation letter (in word file) 

 Concept, possible contents and synthesize approach of the publication. 

8. Selection Process:  

Only short-listed candidates will be called for presentation of concept/content and interview. 

The organization reserves the right to select the process as per requirements.   
 


